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Astro*Carto*Graphy
A Locality Interpretation Prepared for Britney Jean Spears

INTRODUCTION
One thing is certain about you, no matter where you are -- you're one of the people who gets
a lot out of life because you look beneath appearances and are willing to think for yourself,
astrology being somewhat off the beaten track these days. So what is
ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY*EXPLAINED? It's based on the common, instinctive idea that a
person has different chances, luck, experiences or options in different localities -- that you aren't
exactly the same person in New York that you are in Los Angeles. It works by looking at the
planets' relationships to the places you've asked about at your birth moment. If a particular planet
was especially powerful in the location noted when you were born, then the affairs that it
symbolizes should predominate if you travel there, reside there or even have anything to do with
that location from some other place.
Since 1976, when the now-standard ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY technique was introduced,
wide acceptance by both the astrological community and the public has validated it. In addition,
ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY has been able to benefit from the actual experiences of the
thousands who have ordered its maps. The product of this experience is this new service.
WHY DO PEOPLE MOVE?
To understand how this information will be useful, perhaps we should question why people
move around so much in the first place. In addition to the obvious reasons are psychological
ones. Psychologists (Carl Jung especially) have suggested that people instinctively seek
wholeness, or a completeness of their experience. If it's true that different locations accent
different parts of your potentials, moving offers a way to speed evolution, to get acquainted with
new parts of yourself. So if you find that a location you are obliged to reside at is one in which
some of the more problematical influences predominate (such as Saturn, Neptune, etc.), you
should look beneath the superficial and immediate desires and concerns of your life and try to
understand what emerging consciousness has brought you here. Every location is good for
something, and you would not be considering living in a difficult one for no reason. Also, don't
get frightened if some of the interpretations sound extreme or perilous. Every planet has
numerous possible manifestations, and, while we've tried to include them all here, rarely do the
more extreme ones occur. The point in this report is to enable you to anticipate the nature of
influences at your potential residence and so become able to recognize and utilize their most
positive manifestations.
Different people are apt to react differently to the same astrological influence. You will feel
more comfortable with what you already know, so certain planets will be easier for you to live
under than others. For example, if you are a woman with traditional values, Mars and the Sun
will possibly pose more problems for you than for a man, since the qualities and life experiences
associated with these planets are not usually socially encouraged in women's upbringing.
Similarly, men will find the Moon and Venus more challenging. People who tend to follow

external authorities and believe in society's order as unchallengeable may find themselves more
at home under Jupiter and Saturn lines, and stressed by new experiences under Uranus, Neptune,
and Pluto, while individualists and the more self-reliant will reverse these reactions.
You might find it useful to realize that, when faced with challenging astrological potentials, it
is sometimes easy to "project" these onto your mate or partner, seeing the emerging parts of your
own psyche as things THEY are doing. If your interpretations seem to fit your mate, realize that
these things are happening because of possibilities in yourself that you aren't ready to face, and
try to develop the positive sides of the astrological potentials described.
EVERY PLACE IS GOOD FOR SOMETHING
But the most important thing to realize is that every location is good for something; if you
recognize and understand its potentials, you can use them constructively. You'll find that in some
instances you don't even have to travel or live in the location -- that its influence affects you
through people who come from there, or remote concerns, such as business, cultural or other life
interests that symbolize those psychological potentials described by this report.
So here goes with the ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY*EXPLAINED analysis of the locations
you're interested in. We hope it opens up for you opportunities to find what you're looking for in
life; but we also hope it enables you to look beneath the surface, to see patterns in your own
development and your instinctive growth toward wholeness.

Los Angeles, CA

PERMANENT INFLUENCES
At the location which you have specified, there was more than one important influence at the
time of your birth. Below we have identified the nature of these influences, and they will
probably seem somewhat contradictory to you. Residing in a location where there is more than
one important planetary influence is of itself somewhat stressful, and it is likely that one or more
of the influences will be "projected"; that is, instead of acknowledging and assimilating the
influence yourself, you will be inclined to seek other people, or external situations, to act it out
for you. Nevertheless, you should attempt to comprehend all influences operating here, since it is
only by inwardly accepting such power that you can gain control over it.
To understand the following influence, you should be aware that it is strong in this locality,
though not overbearingly so. While reading the psychological description of its manifestation
below, you should recognize the major theme that has operated for you (or will operate) here,
though it may not be your prime concern at all times. You can ignore it for long periods, and this
moderation of the influence tends to mitigate some of the more frightening and dangerous
excesses that can occur. Probably, the more unusual manifestations won't happen to you, as this
influence merges with others in your personality, creating a more balanced manifestation.
Mercury-Imum Coeli:
IF YOU'RE JUST VISITING, EXPECT SOME GREAT IDEAS AND
INFORMATION
A short stay in this zone will be busy, stimulating, and a source of much information and
ideas. It's a great place to organize your thoughts about important projects, to do research,
writing, and any sort of work, crafts, or study. Expect to have interesting contacts with people
who live here, especially with youth, and enjoy mobile sports, hiking, and exploring. Even a
short stay can put you in touch with your own abilities, talents, and perhaps career opportunities,
and expand your contact with the world. You could even have an experience with a profound
symbol of who or what you are or are going to be. Take lots of notes, pictures, and souvenirs.
Music, literary, and cultural concerns form the center of a stimulating and meaningful period of
time.
IF YOU PLAN TO LIVE HERE, YOUR INTELLECT IS KEY TO SUCCESS
Mercury, the planet most powerful here, symbolizes life's second most important function
after pure being: the facility and capacity to communicate with the "outside" world, represented
biologically by the twin activities of breathing and digestion, by which the chemical processes of
life are refreshed. Less abstractly, it stands for sensory perception and verbal communications,
along with the mind's information-processing ability, which result in environmental awareness

and comprehension. In this zone, you will come to appreciate, understand, and perfect these life
processes, as they increase in importance in your life.
Mercury is also symbol of inner initiation, a recognition of your own nature, and here
increased awareness of interaction with the environment will, by way of contrast, highlight and
define your own identity. So you become something of a local celebrity, find or change your
name, and become publicly involved. This is not fame, however, as Mercury tends to be a
localizing influence; rather than dealing with cosmic, grandly social, or superpersonal concerns,
you understand and appreciate interface between you and your neighborhood and close relations.
This outreach into the local environment, and perfection of sensory understanding and perception
are accomplished through detailing, classifying, attaching labels, and interpreting reality.
Mercury is not so creative as it is adept at reorganizing, redefining, and adapting ideas to new
needs and deeper understanding. You become reality's librarian.
Another basic Mercury function is "utilization," so under this influence you may be able to
identify and put to use the various talents, abilities, and resources with which you have been
endowed. Resourcefulness and innovation increase and as well as perfecting and recognizing
your own abilities, you may be able to stimulate latent talents in other people. There is also an
element of acquisitiveness, as possessing more things can be interpreted as more capacity to
perform. This is not an erotic area, as a youthful latency seems to dominate; you may lose
weight, seem younger, and project a rather sexually neutral charisma.
STAY YOUNG BY STAYING INVOLVED
Mercury was of course the messenger of the gods, an ever-young, immaturely androgynous,
quick-witted, and adaptable character. In this location you learn resourceful skills that enable you
to better link yourself to different things in the "outside" world, as well as to form associations
between people and ideas external to you. On deeper levels, Mercury was mythologically one of
the few beings able to exist in the three worlds of the gods, mortals, and Hades, and so
symbolizes a guide for the soul's journey. In this zone, people occasionally have visions of past
and future, of past incarnations, life after death, "the Akashic Records," or can "hear the silence."
Mercury affects both sexes in much the same way, though its influence expresses itself in
different stages: Early in the Mercury experience there is a childlike curiosity, questioning and,
perhaps, the amoral, arid, nervous, cerebral intellectualism of the archetypal high school science
major. This gives way to a view of the world as microcosm and macrocosm -- the ability to see
the whole reflected in each of its parts -- that is the basis of any real and useful knowledge. Using
models of the universe seen in everyday objects and situations, the mind grasps the usefulness
and purpose of anything or anyone, and, at best, becomes a guide for others in their quest for
themselves, as well as a resource of knowledge and experience.
In the primitive stages of Mercury's expression, the problem of amorality often crops up: the
world seen purely in terms of information and ideas is without feeling, and thus without social
and personal allegiances. As for a computer, right and wrong become matters of arithmetic, and
it is too easy to find a convenient rationalization for any cunning, expedient behavior. Juvenile
delinquency seems associated with Mercury, as is the life of the streets, which may somehow
become an area of professional involvement or personally relevant while you live in this locale.
PREPONDERANCE OF THE SMALL

Mercury is an easily assimilated and socially accepted influence for the most part, so that
most people have few problems under these lines -- difficulties attend the more socially
repressed planets, while almost everyone thinks it's okay to engage in the intellectual and
communicative activities of Mercury. For those who find feelings and sensation threatening,
Mercury may encourage an exaggeration of the thinking function, with resulting scatterbrained
changeability, sarcastic and cynical outlook, and overly rational, heartless, games-playing
cruelty. Mercury is democratic -- everyone is seen with a scientific, objective equality, so that
people who like to feel they are superior by reason of birth or accomplishment, may not get the
type of admiration they seek here. This locale is especially good for "success in small things,"
but may challenge more ambitious schemes with problems of provinciality, minor
inconveniences, and communication problems. It is a proper locale for setting up agencies and
mechanisms to accomplish details of larger projects, though perhaps not the projects themselves.
BECOMING BY DOING
In the assisting practical concerns, Mercury is often very helpful. Mind, communication,
ideas, travel, eloquent verbal expression, and work develop here. Education is also easily
undertaken, and the development of expressive and technical abilities is advanced. Wit,
ingenuity, and cleverness shine, and conversation improves. Technical achievements, as with
inventions and innovations, are apt to go well here, and lines of communication develop between
self and others, possibly through publication or involvement in community affairs. Work
prospers, especially if it is involved with mail order, secretarial, distribution and transportation,
books, informational systems, data processing, details, office procedures, agencies, press,
messengers and deliveries, merchandising, libraries, or commerce. Craftsmanship and manual
skills are bettered so that employment is easily obtained in repair, assembly, light construction,
or allied fields, including most sorts of blue-collar jobs. Practical education, particularly in which
skills are acquired, also goes well in this locale, as dexterity and adaptability are manifested.
Hobbies can often be transformed into remunerative occupations.
Mercury areas are usually good for physical health, if there are no other contradictory
influences, though the more sedate and peace-loving may feel dissipated by the constant changes
and barrage of sensory stimuli to the nervous system. Nervous complaints often surface here,
along with allergies, hypersensitivity, and skin problems. Smoking and drug use are not often
well tolerated, and the health is very reactive to environmental toxins or influence. Quiet and
security are tonic.
Since Mercury is well accepted by most people, projection of its qualities onto others is less
common than in the case of other planets; some (particularly women who have been trained to
feel that thinking is a man's concern) may find themselves attracted to brainy and intellectual
types, though this is indication that this capacity in the self is emerging into consciousness.
Relationships are often taken up with younger people, perhaps Gemini or Virgo types, reflecting
a more youthful attitude toward self and life in general.
YOUR INFORMATION CENTRAL
If you can't travel to these areas, they still may be important in your life through other
people: relatives, siblings, educational concerns, and any relationship that symbolizes youth or
any of the other Mercury qualities described above may be located under the Mercury lines.

Agents may also be found to accomplish tasks in your absence, so that these zones are good for
employment of others, brokerage, and particularly for educational concerns or correspondence
courses.

The particular position that Mercury occupied in this location at your birth will direct this
type of energy and experience particularly into certain life areas; while the most important thing
to understand is the underlying meaning and psychological principle, these are apt to manifest
more obviously in specific life areas than in others.
IF YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND YOUR PAST, YOU'LL REPEAT IT
The nature of Mercury will manifest most obviously and directly in areas that concern the
home, the family, and your sense of personal roots and origins. The past -- your own, and that
of your family, race, ethnicity, or region -- is apt to here become a means of self-identification
and definition, so that fascination and research into genealogy, the family tree, forgotten past,
and the unconscious lead to a rooted sense of self and more powerful identity. These inner
factors can be organized into a coherent personal myth here, one that serves to structure the mind
more efficiently -- a mythological organization of the past that allows a more thorough
comprehension and utilization of the present. You become sensitive to how the past has
conditioned you, especially in private study and introspection, and so are able to modify its
effects. The "archaeology of self" is plumbed, perhaps through psychoanalysis; racial and family
"karma" are understood.
Allegiances to family, nation, and religious tradition may deepen here, so that such
identifications become a more important part of self-definition. Moreover, what you do may here
be noted in family history, and you have the opportunity to change your role in it. Home interests
remain fluid and flexible, perhaps unsettled much of the time, and family life seems more
interesting and perhaps becomes the locale of study and learning, home-based business, or
research. Intuition also increases under this line in many instances, as instinctive awareness of
your past enables you to see large worldwide patterns which, extrapolated, give you knowledge
of the future and present. Seeing yourself and your family's past as a microcosm of the world
enhances your knowledge of yourself and the world's future. Finally, you may undertake some
sort of quest in education, travel, or other Mercury fields that later in life distinguishes you and
constitutes a fundamental part of your identity.
This location lies a little to the west of the exact planetary influence; therfore, of the
possibilities listed above, those which suggest the direct influence on you by your family,
cultural, or ethnic background are the ones most likely to manifest. The planet tends to act
outside of you, and polarizes your self-image in opposition to its more negative potentials,
requiring by either positive example or direct coercion your development of the described
qualities. Who you are, meaning in this case who your family, past, and "roots" have been,
becomes a potent force in the creation of who you are growing to be, a force whose nature will
conform closely to the description above. Living here will change these most inward of concepts
of self, often by direct confrontation with your origins and past.
To understand the following influence, you should be aware that it is strong in this locality,
though not overbearingly so. While reading the psychological description of its manifestation

below, you should recognize the major theme that has operated for you (or will operate) here,
though it may not be your prime concern at all times. You can ignore it for long periods, and this
moderation of the influence tends to mitigate some of the more frightening and dangerous
excesses that can occur. Probably, the more unusual manifestations won't happen to you, as this
influence merges with others in your personality, creating a more balanced manifestation.
Sun-Imum Coeli:
IF YOU'RE JUST VISITING, LOOK FOR FAMOUS PEOPLE
If you are just planning a short stay in this zone, expect lots of fun and an increase in your
appetites and opportunities to indulge yourself in games, amusements, and glamour. Anyone
travelling with you may find you a little overbearing, and your budget goes out the window as
self-image improves, demanding more expensive and exotic clothes, surroundings, and people.
Since you and everyone else think of you as a little more important and powerful, you're either
treated like a celebrity or find yourself surrounded by them. For this reason this is an excellent
zone for developing talents, particularly artistic ones. A great place for a vacation, but bring lots
of money.
IF YOU PLAN TO LIVE HERE, EXPECT TO BE MORE IMPORTANT
This is your "celebrity" zone, where you express the influence of the astrological Sun. The
universe seems an object to be acted on by your energy and will, and a masculine, egoic
consciousness prevails. Functions of logic, inner motivation, and ordering are expanded. The
drive toward self-actualization is powerful here; that is, life processes and will conspire to create
an identity that is acutely aware of its own selfhood, an autonomous, outer-directed, and often
extroverted "I am" that sees its own existence and function to be of prime importance in the
universe. Your direction is molded mostly by inner processes, less so by environment and social
pressure, so you seem more free from past and future, existing as a unique, self-aware factor in
the here and now. You expect others to pay attention to you here, and they do -- followed about
like an important personage, you are treated often to others' generosity and identify strongly with
your creations (including children). This is the best locale to sell or exhibit creative works -writers may easily find a publisher here, and even the obscure take on a self-important and
"movie star" charisma. If there are other planets' influences coupled with the Sun, you could
become an extremely powerful, famous, or infamous symbol of the affairs governed by those
other planets to your entire milieu, so try to understand carefully what they mean. By itself, the
Sun demands a glittering, domineering, and perhaps overbearing style in life. Pride, glamour, and
an appetite for the roar of the crowd may underlie and conceal inner incompleteness and
self-rejection that demands others' approval as compensation.
HEROES COME IN ALL SIZES
In the early stages of Sun awareness, you may exhibit the boasting, arrogant self-importance
and ostentation of the vain narcissist, or you may attract to yourself (or follow) others with these
traits. A solar zone focuses consciousness on a battle with basic feelings of inferiority, and if you
have never yet seen yourself in a "heroic" role, then here you will go through a deep, inner,
preparatory struggle first, one in which you will painfully reject a childish, dependent, immature
identity. A later stage of awareness of this planet's power (usually after the age of thirty) focuses

on the Quest, or inner, mythic journey. This journey is at best the genuine quest to perform a
deed or understand a personal mystery, the accomplishment of which will define an
unchangeable foundation of selfhood and power. Pride is the catalyst of this change, and some of
the confrontations engendered by youthful overpridefulness and a tendency to adopt pompous,
officious roles (in an attempt to mask a wounded immaturity) later form the foundation of mature
inner dignity and capacity to control your moods and feelings. In earlier stages, you may feel that
fixing the kitchen faucet is a feat for which you deserve a Presidential Commendation, but this
imperial myopia soon encounters reactions that broaden it to a universal appreciation of your
own and others' deepest, immutable power and dignity. In maturity, the solar consciousness
exhibits a glowing, fatherly leadership, a creative, self-fulfilled guiding light and energizing
influence to all whom you affect, who will be many. Speaking with authority, hope, and humor,
you develop self-assurance, loyalty, intelligence, and even fame.
CAN ANYONE REALLY BE A STAR?
Obviously, this type of "star-consciousness" does not work well for everyone, and if you are
a person who is normally shy, retiring, and likes the background, this area may present you with
these potentials in the form of inner struggles around love and self-image or in the persons of
other people, some of them domineering and egocentric. Aquarians, Pisces and Virgo types may
have more problems here than other people, but anyone has the energy to grow and develop the
charisma and leadership that lies within, often doing so in a public context of some sort. You
may act more like your Sun sign here.
Women are usually not educated to easily assume authority and power, so Sun zones like this
one seem problematical at the beginning for you, unless you are already uncharacteristically
self-assured. But in time, a tendency to attract domineering men to you will give way to the
discovery of power within yourself, though you may resist it at first; events may befall you that
force you to accept leadership, when all eyes are on you, and, while at first it is unpleasant, you
grow to like the role of "star" as you get used to it and its rewards. While another role-- "damsel
in distress" -- works to attract shining knights, they soon leave you alone to seek a heroism
within yourself.
IF AUTHORITIES PICK ON YOU, TRY BECOMING ONE
On a more practical level, this zone is one in which men often become fathers and where
success as a self-made hero, an artist, or producer comes. Love is given, though seemingly not
needed, and you will make things happen here, manipulate the environment, succeed in any
business that demands presence, a public image, and powerful dignity. Authority is a key
concept here, and there are dangers of insensitivity and overwork, especially for those who have
not yet wholly integrated their mature identities. If you find yourself fascinated by movie stars,
royalty, or powerful leaders, this shows you have not yet accepted your own "Sun" potential; this
zone may then hold some critical and bittersweet lessons in this department. Pay particular
attention to your thoughts and concerns with parents and authority, and be aware that
disappointments in love and leadership concerns point the way to a truer sense of your own
selfhood. Music and art may be important themes here, especially if Libra is strong in your
horoscope, while a priestly role in religion may dominate if Cancer, Sagittarius or Pisces is
powerful. This is a good area for health; rehabilitation may occur and vitality be restored.
Awards, titles, and degrees are bestowed, as everyone agrees that you are "somebody," and inner

spiritual experiences advance a deep sense of selfhood. Gambling, games, and amusements take
on new importance, maybe professionally.
"WHAT IF I CAN'T STAY HERE?"
Powerful ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY lines can affect you even if you don't travel or reside
under them. This part of the world, under your Sun line, is associated with your quest for
selfhood, and you may relate to mythological or cultural images from this locale in a highly
personal manner; moreover, people or other concerns that you associate with this locale can have
transformative importance for your self-image and concept of identity.

This, then, is the underlying psychological principle of the planetary influence operating for
you in this location, and you should strive to understand the abstract as well as the particular
manifestation of this energy as described above. However, due to the position Sun held at birth at
this location, it is apt to operate more in certain life areas than in others.
PRIDE IN YOUR ORIGINS
In this location, the general effects and concerns of the Sun specifically act themselves out on
an inward level, allowing you to accept yourself and your power in the world -- gradually at first,
and perhaps invisibly, there is a deep, inward renovation of soul and purpose going on. At the
very base of self-definition is an inner image of who you are that came from parents and other
influences in your early environment. It is your inner context, the matrix within which you see
yourself operating, and is made up of traditions, family, ethnic identity, and regional loyalties.
This inner sense of who you are is restructured, rehabilitated, given new authority and power,
and ultimately transcended altogether, in the same way that a child grows beyond his family into
a mature self-defined individual. You build on your heritage, or rediscover it; genealogy, pride in
family, and research into your personal past are allegories for a deep seeking to understand
yourself on inwardmost levels.
This zone is good for seeking retirement or founding a family; you become a good host, run
your household well, and accede to something of the role of paterfamilias (regardless of your
actual gender). A profound sense of personal responsibility to family, immediate circle, or
tradition evolves, and a protective fondness for the roots from which you came strengthens your
own identity. Family strife tends to disappear here (as long as everyone acknowledges that you
have a talent for leadership), and your creativity brings security for yourself and those you love.
Property is acquired here (be careful of pretentious overextension) that increases in value (or at
least prestige). This is also a good location for self-rehabilitation in health or psyche, a prime
area for the ailing to energize their battle for wholeness. Vitality is enhanced at deepest levels,
leading eventually to a role of pillar of the community or creative artist. This is a superb location
to build your dream home, actually or figuratively, as the construction would have inner as well
as outer manifestations.
This location lies a little to the west of the exact planetary influence; therfore, of the
possibilities listed above, those which suggest the direct influence on you by your family,
cultural, or ethnic background are the ones most likely to manifest. The planet tends to act
outside of you, and polarizes your self-image in opposition to its more negative potentials,

requiring by either positive example or direct coercion your development of the described
qualities. Who you are, meaning in this case who your family, past, and "roots" have been,
becomes a potent force in the creation of who you are growing to be, a force whose nature will
conform closely to the description above. Living here will change these most inward of concepts
of self, often by direct confrontation with your origins and past.
To understand the importance of the following influence, you should be aware that it is weak
in the location you have identified. You may have to read between the lines of the description
below, and should filter its extremities through the knowledge that the more bizarre and unusual
manifestations of the influence are not likely in your case. You will recognize a basic theme that
underlies a lot of your activity, yet with a large factor of choice and chance; but you may be
assured that the options are open to you when the underlying psychological climate is
empowered by a conscious choice and will on your part. Alternatively, you may not even be
consciously aware of this influence, though careful introspection should validate its presence, as
might the observations of a person who knows you well and objectively.
Uranus-Imum Coeli:
IF YOU'RE JUST VISITING, EXPECT SOME SURPRISES
If you're just planning a short stay in this zone, expect changes, unexpected events, and
unusual people. Though you probably won't have much time, you could get caught up in some
utopian social group here, and beneath the surface of your trip here is a desire to recognize and
implement your idealism in some way. Your stay will be adventurous and interesting, though
your companions may find you inflexible, intolerant of others' ideas, and somewhat inaccessible.
It's hard to sleep, and your distraction renders you somewhat accident prone. Concerns with
technology, transportation, and media take unexpected turns.
STAYING HERE: LIVING OUT IDEALISM
In this zone, you are under the influence of Uranus, planet of electric change and
transformation. Newly discovered (1784), this planet symbolizes fertilization of individuality,
since prior to its discovery people defined themselves by their social function, positions in
hierarchies, family, and nationality. With Uranus, social complexity has evolved to the point
where ideas become important and, incidentally, governments have changed to rule through
ideals and abstractions rather than through one individual's personal power. Residence in this
zone, then, fertilizes your inner power and the conceptual framework of ideas that underlies it.
Life and self are perceived with nonsentimental nakedness and, with few illusions, nothing is
feared, except perhaps enchainment to the material, the monotonous, and the ordinary.
Diversity and democracy are admired as personal pride, charisma, and daring are enhanced;
you develop a Promethean iconoclasm, constantly challenging accepted truths both within
yourself and in your society at large, a predilection that usually does not endear you to its
leaders. The emphasis on ideas, spirituality (as opposed to materiality), and anarchistic
self-determination makes you somewhat intolerant, rebellious, and nonconforming, however, and
coolness, unreliability, and aloofness often betray a deep selfishness disguised as idealism. Still,
you see your way clear to do exactly as you please. Perpetually youthful and uncommitted, yet
strongly principled and idealistic, you fit into no categories or social patterns, so must create

your own. You usually conceptualize an enemy here, and while it may be the establishment, the
Democrats, or some other entrenched force, it is probably actually your own attachment to the
physical world and to the dark, earthy, primal forces of sexuality and materiality which intrude
intolerably into your brilliant, airy visions and ideals. Materiality and the environment as a whole
are identified with the commonplace and rebelled against with adolescent opinionation, but what
you lack in practicality you make up for with charisma and ability to rally others to your causes.
Your only identification may be with strongly anti-social groups or ideals. Society can act
through you as well, identifying you, perhaps unwillingly, as the symbol of some idea, social
force, minority opinion, or nationality. A dissatisfied soul on perpetual quest for impossible
answers, you desire to raise others' consciousness, a task not often rewarded or appreciated.
Magical coincidences are commonplace, and change is constant.
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE
The Greek god Uranus was a sky god, and his repulsion to earthy materiality was expressed
in his intolerance of his own children, whom he confined to an underground hell. He symbolizes
both the human capacity to transform the world through vision and idealism, and the cold, brutal
intolerance of the pure ideologue, who, in the interests of his idealistic vision of the future, will
destroy all those who get in his way. Uranus was rendered impotent, symbolizing the barrenness
of pure spirit divorced completely from the material. Instead of children, Uranus has ideas, and
these channel creative force into transforming social movements.
Earliest stages of Uranian awareness will of course see its problematical aspects dominate:
adolescent rebel-without-a-cause superiority, intolerance, and rejection of any form of social
cohesiveness will mask a computer-like coldness and anti-sentimentality. Militant action against
the imagined enemy may be undertaken, or membership taken up in an anarchistic or radical
fringe group, whose purposes pretty much overcome the weak will and sense of individuality. A
little more maturity sees recognition of the necessity to temper ideals with realism and
compromise: technology is the result, in which ideas are put to practical use, hopefully with
betterment of life as a result, though again the pure idealism of Uranus can here symbolize
"pure" science of the sort that created the atomic bomb.
Finally, a humanistic maturity develops in the Uranian consciousness that demands
opportunities for everyone to develop their fullest potential; humanitarianism, philanthropy, and
technological improvement of the human condition can result, personified in the idealist who
creates a society of self-determination and democratic principles.
At any of these stages, however, it is difficult to acknowledge the transforming power as
your own; most people will become involved in a social movement, either by themselves (as
scapegoats or reformers) or as group leaders. Ignorant of the source of power, it is easy to be
manipulated by it and hard to keep such primeval and powerful forces in check. Experiencing the
power of ideas when acted on by groups of humanity is the essential experience of this planetary
energy and its zone.
CAN ANYONE CHANGE THE WORLD?
Uranus has two major types of manifestation: like a tornado, it can either blow you away to
the Oz of a whole new consciousness or, if you try to resist its force, tear you to pieces.
Obviously, people akin to its idealistic, cerebral, and nonemotional nature adjust more easily to

its changes; strongly materialistic, conforming, social types, who depend on their possessions,
stability, family, and other permanent life structures, may suffer most from its influence and find
this locale the least congenial. If your eyes light up when you see hippies or punk rockers, if you
are fascinated with astrology and New Age thought, if you're used to fighting City Hall (from
either a zealously liberal or conservative point of view), then this zone will prove exhilarating,
stimulating, and full of color, contrast, and excitement. On the other hand, if you like TV, belong
to the mainstream, and count on your accomplishments as security, then this zone will probably
be upsetting and uncomfortable, often in the extreme, with much of the security and possessions
you rely on evaporating, leaving you naked and more aware in the world.
Many women don't take easily to Uranus zones, as they feel threatened by the lack of
material security and continuity often present here. As an actual or potential mother, there is a
bit too much change and upheaval to assure children with the routine and stability that they need.
Health upsets, encounters with aggressive males, and family problems make this zone a little too
exciting for you. The exception is, of course, strong feminists or others desirous of taking on
the system and creating a new-model lifestyle. Often the first woman to achieve a certain,
usually male, goal or to break ground in some other way does so in a Uranus zone.
PUTTING IDEALS TO WORK
In this zone, freshness and novelty are certain to prevail, but Uranus has innumerable
manifestations. Its keynote is individualism and extremism, but within that there are as many
expressions as there are individuals. Still, if you are bored with life and would give up anything
for a change, you are in the right place here. You can become a new person, change your name,
or redefine yourself and your individuality. Swift, unexpected liberation from the past patterns
and habits occurs, and mediocrity and humdrum monotony are replaced with stormy excitement
and emancipation. Life is full of prismatic contrast and interest, full of exploration, adventure,
and wanderlust. Things are done in extremes; there is delight in violation of bourgeois attitudes
and morality as you forge your identity in contrast to prevailing social opinions. You seek a peer
group as outrageous and "far out" as you are and an environment or communal living situation
that supports expressions of your unusual ideas. The establishment thinks you dangerous, and
your mere existence offends and threatens authorities of any kind, with predictable results. It's
hard not to fight City Hall here, but you can win, at least in the long run, for your ideas, while
heterodox, are ahead of your time and so the wave of the future.
Financial dealings fluctuate wildly here, being totally unpredictable, and this supports the
general atmosphere of insecurity. You are forced to look within, as there is where painful growth
occurs when unquestioned assumptions are discarded in the face of naked reality. Technology is
one area into which this iconoclastic creativity can be positively directed, especially anything
involving electronics or media. Astrology, New Age healing arts, and unusual therapies are also
Uranian, as well as aeronautics, invention, labor relations, some community service positions,
and radical politics.
Relationships in this area are apt to be tempestuous, as you attract willful and unusual
persons. Occasionally, instead of acting out the intense, unpredictable influences of this zone,
you repeatedly attract yourself to people who are themselves capricious and unstable. Health is
rarely good in this zone, as your energy patterns are too erratic. It's hard to sleep, and nervous
fatigue is likely. Accidents, especially affecting the legs, are frequent. Your self-concept and life

will change here, and, though there is a feeling of loss as the past closes behind you, the
excitement and stimulations of this zone, along with its promise of freedom from tradition and
social coercion, agitate and animate you to activities you never dreamed possible. You become
aware of cycles, cosmic consciousness, and transcendent possibilities.
WHERE ALL THOSE REVOLUTIONARIES COME FROM
Even if you cannot travel or reside in this exciting and colorful zone, it may come to stand in
your mind for liberation, freedom, and change. People who have a profound effect and influence
on your ideas may come from there, or a body of knowledge, religion, or teaching indigenous to
this area might deeply change your world view and self-concept. You may take a stand against
some injustice you perceive in this place, or support change and growth by financial or other
means. Cultural interests here are apt to be intellectual and serve to illuminate future directions
for your life path.

The particular position that Uranus occupied in this location at your birth will direct this type
of energy and experience particularly into certain life areas; while the most important thing to
understand is the underlying meaning and psychological principle, these are apt to manifest more
obviously in specific life areas than in others.
BLACK SHEEP HAVE MORE FUN
In this area, the planet Uranus is likely to manifest most particularly inwardly. Some of the
more radical and obvious potentials of this zone may be muted for you, but they are going on
anyway, gradually, within, and perhaps in the context of your family. The direct rebellion from
family norms, from your racial or ethnic origin or religious traditions is likely. Among the ways
this could occur is by your creating a role for yourself never before attempted in your own family
or personal environment and succeeding in it. You are free from attachment to anything other
than ideals: home, personal possessions, attachment to property all seem irrelevant and distant,
changing continually, so life is led from one minute to the next, with only the present important.
As catalyst to change in others' life structures as well, disruption seems to follow you around,
infecting those with whom you come into contact, forcing them to grow out of outmoded
patterns of living.
It is particularly hard to take root here; houses may self-destruct in some fashion, or moving
may be almost constant. Such upset impels you to seek the true self within, and you become the
universal citizen, no less at home in foreign places than in familiar ones, and no more. New life
is injected into old forms, especially family ones, and though you get called the black sheep for
your pains, at least everyone has an opinion about you. While the scenery on the stage is
constantly changing, there is ferment within, and eventually you may leave the supporting
environment altogether, forging an identity for yourself that defines you by how you differ from
others and from your background. In rare cases, being in this place could permanently deflect
your life path into a totally new and unexpected direction, as you form within yourself a crystal
of indestructible selfhood immune to criticism, coercion, and social pressure. Nevertheless, you
may get tired of sleeping on the floor (on the rare occasions that you sleep at all) and living out
others' dreams of self-realization.

This location lies a little to the west of the exact planetary influence; therfore, of the
possibilities listed above, those which suggest the direct influence on you by your family,
cultural, or ethnic background are the ones most likely to manifest. The planet tends to act
outside of you, and polarizes your self-image in opposition to its more negative potentials,
requiring by either positive example or direct coercion your development of the described
qualities. Who you are, meaning in this case who your family, past, and "roots" have been,
becomes a potent force in the creation of who you are growing to be, a force whose nature will
conform closely to the description above. Living here will change these most inward of concepts
of self, often by direct confrontation with your origins and past.
While the possibilities of how these influences might interact are limitless, the description
below suggests some of the experiences you can expect.
Sun*Mercury:
"I THINK, THEREFORE I AM"
This influence seems to suggest success in smaller things: you will find that your will,
creativity and leadership find easy self-expression in education, work and neighborhood
concerns, particularly if this is the only influence that affects this locality. Unpretentious, you are
able to succeed at things that are useful, rather than those that have a lot of snob appeal and
status. Will directs self into technique, and habits of accomplishment can be formed. Work is apt
to be praised; vocational, writing, conversation, and community concerns receive attention and
opportunities for expression. Aptitude, talents, and skills can be developed. Practical, adult-type
thought predominates, as in science and math, and recognition comes from innovations in the
work sphere or from any form of journalism, writing or media work. If this influence is the only
one operating, it suggests that life becomes rather theoretical and abstract, and that for all your
practicality and technical ability there remains an immature "eternal youth" syndrome that may
be content with vicarious living and too much intellectual preoccupation. Artistic and bookish
pursuits can dominate, as well as the formation of a repertory of ideas and habits.
Others see you as bright and flexible, a rising and youthful contributor to society. Your Sun
sign is very important at this locale, and you may be able to find a profession or undergo
education that enables you to express its best occupational potentials. The key to utilizing this
energy is the application of the inner self to some practical and creative business and, from ideas
and training that are undertaken here, you may find your life's calling, rewarding work, "right
livelihood," and/or self-employment. Unless other factors intrude, this is not an area where you
have to deal with cosmic issues, but success is assured in day-to-day concerns, where your will
gradually creates the situation you desire in practical terms. Roles as liaison, agent, facilitator
and community organizer are suggested.
As likely as the above is another set of possibilities formed by combining the influences you
have operating:
Sun*Uranus:
IDEALISTS ARE ALWAYS RIGHT -- JUST ASK ONE

Never a dull moment in this location, as change, creativity, and individualism cause life to
take on color and excitement, full of unexpected, unlooked-for successes and roller-coaster
variability. The fundamental principles you are acting out here are social idealism and
ideological "purity," implicit in which there is usually a rejection of the material -- a desire that
ego and humanity exist in a world of pure ideal and rational, light-permeated understanding.
Though you act the opinionated radical and find that you are usually pitted against mainstream
society in some just, though unpopular cause, such principled rebellion may well be motivated
by a thinly disguised disgust for the material, for cloying emotional attachment, and for the
acquisitive, unconscious religious and irrational aspects of humanity, which you see as primitive,
mindless and frightening.
Impelled by these attitudes, you recruit and inspire others to organize under the banner of
your ideals, and so may have noisy and profound effects upon your milieu. Abstract ideas get
closely involved with identity, resulting in a divine discontent that spurs you on to experiment
with the impossible and to urge society into tighter structures, which permit more specialized
expression of individuality. Everyone will soon know who you are in this location, as you are a
center of controversy: eccentric, charismatic, willful, arrogant, and independent. Your ideas (and
the trouble they get you into) serve to brilliantly illustrate your own genius and individuality -no searching for an identity here, though you won't get far without others who agree with you.
Aspire to leadership of a purposefully Utopian, ideologically based movement, and go ahead and
giggle at the emperor's new clothes.
Constancy is elusive, however, and fluctuating events demand a recognition of selfhood as a
process rather than a definable entity. You take yourself a bit too seriously, reject attachments in
an autocratic, impulsive, and rather inconsiderate fashion. Excellent timing enables you to enjoy
a miraculous existence, complete with rewards that you probably don't want or care about.
Words like "hippie" and "Bohemian" were coined to categorize the type of personality you
embody here, and you cast your successes away after brief enjoyment, fearing attachment. The
establishment knows there is something dangerous about you, but you change too fast for them
to do much about it.
Mercury*Uranus:
NEWFANGLED NOTIONS
In this locality, your mind is ahead of its time, drawn to theories and social concepts that are
yet to be understood by the mainstream of society. Individualistic ideas and perceptions,
undistorted by what "everybody says," are social dynamite, so not surprisingly you don't get
along well with authorities and develop a defiant and iconoclastic mentality that delights in
exploding others' myths, illusions, and personal sacred cows with its brilliant logic, analytical
ability, and irreverent, computer-like incisiveness. Your mind becomes articulate, innovative,
and inspirational, sees through the sham of unquestioned social beliefs, and so finds itself at the
forefront (but far ahead of the main body) of scientific opinion, espousing ideas as unpopular as
pure materialism, astrology, metaphysics, or any highly individualistic world view. Freedom
from stereotype is demanded, and the path to truth is seen as personally unique and lonely.
Success may come as an innovator or inventor. Eschewing a dualistic world view, you are
comfortable with paradox and seeming contradiction; a syncretic mentality is able to form

lightning-fast associations between what to others seem to be disparate ideas and concepts. In the
face of the inevitable social criticism you remain clear, willful, cool, decisive, and superior. You
are instinctively political in your materialistic analysis of reality, your vision is very personal as
well, linking you through perception to the ideals and political ideologies of your milieu.
On less lofty levels, your occupation becomes the locus of much change, inner turmoil, and
growth. Working for others is difficult, so self-employment should eventually be sought. Work
situations frequently change and are the site of political awareness, as well as conflict between
old and new. Unusual health problems may defy diagnosis, among which might be reactions to
environmental agents or influences. You are clever, innovative, handy, resistant to routine,
creative, ironic, eccentric, somewhat tactless, and intuitive. A realistic view is unclouded by
feelings (others think you cold), leading you to understand your individuality through work,
nonconforming craftsmanship, and technical creativity.
SECONDARY INFLUENCES
The material presented above describes the most potent and significant planetary influences
operating at the location you have designated at the time of your birth. It is these concerns and
manifestations that should demand your concentrated attention, and it could be suggested that it
is to assimilate and understand this type of experience that you have considered residence in this
locale. However, there are additional, less potent influences, that also operate here, due to the
geographical latitude at which it is located, a latitude that has special importance for you. These
influences will constitute a "subplot" or subsidiary influence while you are here, influences of
about one-third the power of the major ones described above, and ones which are apt to manifest
in relationships especially -- with either you or your partner acting them out.
Due to the similarity of the following influence with others noted above, you should view it
as potentially more significant, and expect that it will be closely associated with the major
planetary effects described above.
Sun*Mars:
IT'S HARD WORK TO BE A HERO
In this locality, the "macho" expression of a masculine self-image becomes a matter of
personal pride. Your presence is seen as an exaggerated materialization of all things masculine:
combativeness, sexuality, daring, and boisterous and courageous vitality. Excesses of energy and
sexuality can burn you out here, as you are hyperactive and fly into rages. Volatile and erratic,
you still appear to get a tremendous amount of work done. You admire and project the essence of
masculinity and an arrogant pride in your battle scars. Others look upon you with some awe and
fear, as you can be ruthless, harsh, even cruel, and, in extreme cases, may develop the type of
paranoia that comes when everyone is seen as a competitor or enemy.
The problem with this location is that society always suppresses the unmitigated projection
of masculine sexual energy, except in a few circumscribed areas: the military, athletics, and in
masculine-identified professions. So while these may go well in this locale, you are apt to
experience constant friction with authority over what you see as your territorial rights, pride and
masculine honor. With a myopically personal view of things, you will attract attacks from others,

and develop (you may have to) a Spartan love of adventure, physical work, sex and contest.
Fighting and military matters may interest you, and identify the few professions that go well
here. Anger and vindictiveness are among the few feelings of which you can be aware; you tend
to exclude the feminine from your life, which becomes vigorous, vital, and decisive. Constant
stress and tension can wear out vital organs, and accident-proneness (exacerbated by a love of
adventure, mechanics, and high- speed amusements) may manifest. Manners become more
coarse and manly here, and sexual passion is intense, but rather without love and affection,
rigidly governed by sexual roles and stereotypes. In extremes, there may be an attitude that seeks
the destruction of what cannot be mastered, though the social problems of Sun*Mars are
diminished if it is given expression in arduous work or athletic competition. Science and
mathematical skills are enhanced.
Due to the similarity of the following influence with others noted above, you should view it
as potentially more significant, and expect that it will be closely associated with the major
planetary effects described above.
Moon*Uranus:
HOW TO GET TO OZ
Here you may become the (unconscious?) devotee of an idea of liberation, or your name
comes to stand for a movement. You can make quite a pest of yourself by encouraging everyone
you know to kick over the traces of authoritarianism, old values, and tradition. There is a
personal investment in promoting the novel, revolutionary, and individualistic, and an ardent
attraction to the unusual, Bohemian, unconventional, and anti-establishment. Strange and
uncontrollable things happen to you here, and life, anything but boring, is changeable, exciting,
and full of unexpected emotional extremes. Home, finances, and family relationships are in for
continual upheaval, as are long-established cravings, habits, and life structures. You pledge
allegiance to defense of the underdog, the downtrodden, and the underprivileged and such people
are attracted to you in profusion. Since you live something like a Gypsy, authorities find you a
threat, requiring you to defend your individuality against public pressure to conform. Women
especially may experience problems with health.
Inwardly, there may be a powerful battle fought between who you always have been
(symbolized by family, home, and such attachments) and some powerful idea of liberation,
freedom, or self-actualization. Personal meaning is sought and defined, often with the sowing of
wild oats, purposeless roaming, endless changes in life's routines, and pursuit of the eccentric for
its own sake. Nothing stands still, as convulsions occur in your restless personal life, fueled by
fluctuating idealism, extremes of erotic imagination, occultist fascination, superstition,
impulsiveness, and intuitive development. There is a questionably real but constant state of
electric excitement in the air, so that self-discovery becomes so commonplace one wonders if
there is anything left to discover. "Look what we've been missing," is an expression with which
you may exhaust your more conventional friends, and self-will is developed, though often
suspiciously parallel to another person's patterns. Flying before the storm, you try anything once
in your insatiable desire for individualistic evolution and change.
TEMPORARY INFLUENCES

In addition to the permanent, lifelong planetary influences described above, which affect the
location you inquired about no matter when you reside there or deal with it, there are also
important influences of a temporary nature. These operate strongly during the period about
which you inquired (this year if you did not specify a time period).
Transiting Saturn:
RESPONSIBILITY THE KEYNOTE THIS YEAR
During the time period you designated for residence in this zone, there is a powerful
temporary influence, lasting as long as one year. When it is past, your reactions to this zone
should return to conformity with its lifetime indications described above, but during this period
responsibility is a central issue, and events and situations in your life conspire to force you to
accept more of it. Increased pressure is put on you by employers, friends, your home milieu, and
most other external forces in your life, and though you begin fearing inadequacy in the face of
such demands, you will later realize that this period was important in establishing your capacity
to deal with an issue which becomes essential to your social position, power, and autonomy in
society. Restriction and frustrations are encountered, forcing you to trim hopes and aspirations in
order to deal with tiresome and dreary day-to-day issues. Other people are unsupportive or
hostile, sensing your subtle need for individual power and control in any situation, so
cooperation is usually neither sought nor forthcoming. This is a time of growing up, and if you
willingly assume new responsibilities and autonomous power in your life, it will simply seem a
time of hard work and slow, satisfying progress to distant goals. If you do not, misfortune and
difficulty, particularly in health, relationship, career, or family matters, may enforce the patterns
noted above and restrict your freedom until you are willing to limit it yourself. This influence
usually operates in the guise of harsh external authorities by withdrawal of material resources, so
finances, real estate, and your parents can impose limitations on you and require the
accomplishment of difficult tasks which later prove essential to the evolving purpose of your life.

These, then, are the important astrological influences which affect this location, now and in
the future. Needless to say, they all won't manifest the moment you arrive, but will indeed
emerge as the most powerful psychological potentials over time.
EPILOGUE
This concludes our enumeration and description of the planetary influences, permanent and
temporary, that affect the locations that you submitted. As you have observed, some of the
information is psychological in nature, as it is the belief of ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY that
planets act, not through any mystical "power" or magic, but by paralleling potentials in the
human psyche, and in orderly and comprehensible fashion, marking the development of this
maturity. It is hoped that you are able in this way to see that there are really no "good" or "bad"
locations for you -- that in the process of growing into mature completeness, you will have to
experience every psychological possibility. At best, this report will work to inform you what
these are for you in the locations you are considering, letting you know what to expect, and so
empowering you to be able to utilize the most positive possibilities.

